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THE FOUR-DAY LIBERIA WORKROCK PROCESS – FAITH FOR POSITIVE CHANGE FOR CHILDREN (FPCC) 

Learning exercises combined with mind and heart dialogue/ breaking barriers activities to embed commitment.  

 DAY 1: Setting the scene of faith and childhood (shorter day due to opening ceremony) 

DAY 2: Developing a Liberia FPCC ‘journey of change’ from our shared learning  

DAY 3: Designing and modelling a new way of working together 

 

DAY 4: Making commitments to action (shorter day due to closing ceremony)

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Scene-setting 

• Timeline of the FPCC initiative  

• WorkRock outcomes and process 

Childhood roadmaps 

• Listening well skit 

•Mapping childhood journey 
 

Faith and Childhood 

• First memories of faith and childhood  

• Sacred text reflection 

• Faith reflection: laying down burdens 
 

•Power walk and laying down titles 

 

Stories of Significant Change  

• Group stories: behavioural outcomes; results    
for children  

• Selected stories: qualities, approaches, strategies 

…continued 

• Learning from best practice case studies 

• Selected stories 2: influences on children 

• Influences activity  

 

 

Journey of change reflection 

 
 

 

• Paired reflection on Liberia and global 
journeys of change 

 

 

• Check-in on WorkRock outcomes and 

process 

A new way of working together  

 
 

• ‘Changing hats’ 

• Prioritising principles of partnership  
 

 

 

 

The journey of change for teen pregnancy  

• Participatory drama of drivers 

• Planning together to tackle teen pregnancy  

 

Personal commitments to action 

• Defenders balloon game 
• Personal commitments written on 

cards and in personal action plan  

Action planning  

• Organisational/ group planning  

• National commitment: participants’ 
communique 

WorkRock evaluation and wrap-up 

• Individual written evaluation 

• Pass the microphone reflection on learning 

• Closing speeches and commitments  

 

 

Listening to the children 

• Feedback on the voices of the children 

from the formative research  

• Balloon challenge 

 
• ‘Secret in a Box’ 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Faith for Positive Change for Children initiative  

The ‘Faith for Positive Change for Children’ (FPCC) global initiative aims to build a new form of partnership 

between UNICEF and faith-based actors, enabling them to work together in a more effective, systemic, and 

scalable way to bring sustained impact in children’s lives. UNICEF has recognized the value of working with 

faith actors for many years, but its 2014 mapping showed that its approach across 150 countries often 

instrumentalized faith groups in partnerships that were ad-hoc, short-term and message-based, rather than 

working collaboratively to address the complexity of social and behavior change. In response, its 

Communications for Development (C4D) section began a partnership in 2018 with the ‘Joint Learning Initiative 

on Faith and Local Communities’ and ‘Religions for Peace’ to: draw together the global evidence base of what 

really works; review toolkits; hold a UNICEF and faith partner workshop in Bangkok; document case-studies of 

UNICEF’s existing work in this area; co-create a ‘Journey of Change’ for how faith actors and UNICEF can 

partner most effectively to impact children; and set up an advisory group of 20 partner organizations and web 

platform to share resources. Now they are trialing the Journey of Change in five pilot countries before 

strategizing the way forward. 

The WorkRock purpose and approach 

The initiative uses the term ‘WorkRock’ instead of ‘workshop’ to emphasize that these are not trainings to 

impart information, but focus on learning together about the foundations of creating lasting impact for 

children and finding a new way of partnering. The initial WorkRocks in South Sudan and Malawi affirmed the 

global ‘Journey of Change’ by developing similar ones from their own learning, taking ownership of the 

initiative and making shared commitments to action. UNICEF Liberia is the third to host a ‘WorkRock’. 45 faith 

leaders and organizations, government officers and UNICEF staff (annex 4) came together to achieve:  

  

 

 

The WorkRock was not based on presentations from the front but on participants sharing experiences in 

participatory activities that engaged minds and hearts. The phrase ‘mind-heart dialogue’ is used to encapsulate 

this idea of creating space for self-reflection and discussion of personal experiences, beliefs and actions. It also 

fed in evidence from the global initiative and social and behavior science. Activities took place in a variety of 

group sizes, including: ongoing mixed groups; ‘buzz’ groups of three people; and paired or individual work.  

Before the WorkRock, participants listened to children explore challenging issues in and influences  on their 

lives using a participatory activity. This modelled good practice by centering strategic thinking on the voices of 

children and young people, helped to understand local barriers and gave a shared experience to contribute to 

the WorkRock. They also prepared a story of significant change to share learning about effective approaches.  

The WorkRock process  

An opening ceremony launched the initiative in Liberia with high level 

leaders from government, faith groups and UNICEF. Sheik Musa Bamba, 

the Secretary General from the Inter-Religious Council (IRCL) welcomed 

everyone, saying: “Man was created to be vice-regent on earth, to take 

care of it. To achieve this mission, we must take care of our children.”  

The UNICEF Liberia Country Representative shared about the importance 

of being open, accepting that we do not know everything, and really 

a shared vision for lasting, holistic 
& systemic change for children 

(ownership of the initiative) 

barriers broken down 
between and within 

faith actors and UNICEF 

commitments to 
take forward the 

initiative 

understanding and 
heart change in 

how to work 

“We believe in the children, we stand 
for the children. For us, faith is about 
being a seeker…It is only when you 

accept that you don’t know and you 
are willing to hear from others.” 

(UNICEF Liberia Country Representative) 
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seeking to listen: “Mostly those who don’t have a voice, they are the children, the women, they are 

marginalized.”  

Dr. Lartey , a founding member of the IRCL, declared: “Our children are our precious jewels…I challenge 

everyone to rededicate our efforts as religious leaders.” Sheikh Kamara, IRCL Vice-president, brought ‘sincere 

greetings from the Muslim community’ and spoke 

about the importance of ‘positive change’. Bishop 

Seyenkulo from the Liberia Council of Churches 

hoped that the WorkRock would energize a united 

journey as Christians and Muslim in Liberia. Sheik 

Abubakar Sumaworo, the Grand Mufti, spoke 

movingly of the trauma of child soldiers, injustice 

against women and the terrible practice of burying 

female babies, declaring these against Quranic 

justice.  

The WorkRock opening ceremony made clear that 

working relations between the Christian and 

Muslim communities in Liberia were long-standing, 

cordial and highly collaborative. 

The WorkRock itself took place over four days. The detailed process is summarized above (p0) and in the 

WorkRock agenda (annex 2). Day 1 set the scene; Day 2 used participants’ own learning to build their Journey of 

Change; Day 3 developed principles for partnership and applied the Journey of Change to the issue of teenage 

pregnancy; and Day 4 gave space for action planning. Although all activities were done in relation to any 

challenge facing children, it was also important for participants to see how the WorkRock process could be 

applied to a specific issue. To this end, in every activity they also noted anything related to teenage pregnancy.  

A) DAY 1: SETTING THE SCENE FOR FAITH AND CHILDHOOD  

The first day focused on building an atmosphere of trust and enabling participants to reconnect with the 

mandate in their sacred scripture to protect children.  

A1) Faith and childhood   

After an ice-breaker to get to know each other, participants reflected on their own childhood, remembering 

their earliest memory of faith and the impact that it had on them. Some memories were of happiness and 

security, often connected to family; others were of rules, rituals or fear awakened by the idea of hell. This 

opened the idea that faith can have a powerful impact on children, either positive or negative. Participants 

then reflected on passages from their sacred scripture that they felt were most relevant to how  children 

should be treated and how that connected to their childhood memories.  

Recurring themes emerged around the equal blessing of female and male children (Qur’an, 16:58-59); parents’ 

responsibility to protect their children as a gift (Ephesians 1:3) and teach them what is right (Qur’an Surah Luqman 31:3-4 

and Proverbs 22: 6); and of the responsibilities as well as the rights of children (Matthew 15:4). 

Participants then symbolically laid down any painful child memories to fully engage in the week. They also laid 

down their titles and roles to participate as equals. 

A2) Scene-setting and working together   

Facilitators mapped the global timeline and outlined the WorkRock process, showing how every activity 

worked together to build different sections of the Liberia ‘Journey of Change’ – how to partner to effectively 

bring lasting change for children – with the underlying personal change through mind & heart dialogue.  
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The colors represent how some of the activities fed into the Journey of Change 

• A1-3. Connecting with Faith & Childhood; Power Walk; Childhood Roadmap 

• B1. Listening to the children– feeding back about greatest challenges that children face 

• B2. Most Significant Change Stories: behavioral outcomes & end results for children 

• B3. Most Significant Change Stories & case studies: how we contribute most effectively to lasting 

change (including qualities)  

• B4. Influences on children’s lives 

• C2. A new way of working together – living out partnership  

• C3. Secret in a box 

Other activities applied the Journey of Change to the example of teenage pregnancy and facilitated action 

planning. 

Power walk: The ‘power walk’ challenged participants to reflect 

on power dynamics within communities and amongst themselves, 

identifying those who are vulnerable and may be left out. 

Everyone was given a character card and asked to empathize with 

their situation by stepping forwards when the facilitator read a 

statement that applied to them, such as ‘my opinion is valued in 

my community’ or ‘I can read’. Those left behind said they felt 

frustrated, disappointed and hopeless, while those ahead 

commented how easy it was to forget those behind.  Participants 

then created guidelines to ensure that everyone felt respected and no one was left out within the WorkRock, 

such as: respecting others’ views; no side talking; and no sleeping. 

A3) Child roadmap – internalizing our responsibility  

To reflect on how their childhood experiences affected their 

treatment of children, participants drew a ‘childhood roadmap’ of 

significant highs and lows. Then they found someone that they did 

not know and shared their story, discussing what had most helped 

and hindered them, including faith. Common helps were family 

members, education and the church; although family members 

could also be hindrances, as could events like war or struggles to 

find school fees. Participants reflected that revisiting personal 

traumas can encourage us to help those in need; a safe childhood 

OUR JOURNEY OF CHANGE 
  

1. LISTENING TO CHILDREN IDENTIFIED GREATEST ISSUES & THEIR ROOT CAUSES 

  

INFLUENCES ON      

CHILDREN’S LIVES           

— helps & hindrances 

QUALITIES                       

— we need to show 

as faith groups 

HOW                         

— approaches, 

strategies,               

interventions 

BEHAVIOUR                    

OUTCOMES                       

— changes in                    

attitude & behaviour  

END RESULTS 

FOR CHILDREN                    

PRINCIPLES OF GOOD PARTNERSHIP  

— working together well 

MIND AND HEART DIALOGUE—bringing personal change in us and others 
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can motivate us to provide the same to others without parents; and that education (or the lack of) was one of 

the most significant factors in shaping the future.  

Participants were all very positive after the first day, understanding where the WorkRock was going. 

B) DAY 2: DEVELOPING A LIBERIA FPCC JOURNEY OF CHANGE 

During Day 2, participants used their knowledge and experience, strengthened with best practice case studies 

and wider learning from the initiative, to develop a ‘journey of change’ that showed how faith groups can work 

with others most effectively to change attitudes and behavior and bring lasting, positive results for children. 

Participants added the different elements to a wall chart as they went along. This built ownership as they could 

identify where all the elements came from (see diagram p.3), before comparing it to the global version on Day 3.   

B1) Listening to the children – how change happens and the influences  

‘Listening to the Children’s feedback: Participants reflected on what the children had said while they were 

listening to them in the preparation activities. They put 

on a hat to represent a boy or girl child and told the 

stories they had heard, concentrating especially on who 

could have made a difference and, from a faith lens, what 

could have been done differently. Children spoke of 

forced labor, often taken out of school to do so, or the 

difficulties in trying to balance school and making money. 

They brought up accidents from lack of parental care, 

being abandoned and living on the streets, stealing to 

stay alive and the peer pressure to smoke and use drugs. 

They felt unprotected; many were sexually harassed, 

become pregnant but were too scared to speak out.  

Children also discussed what would have helped protect them, such as: not being forced to undergo initiations; 

parents understanding and discussing pregnancy; staying in school; a safe way to report violence; and 

awareness raised through faith groups (sermons, Sunday school, counselling and other spaces for dialogue).   

Participants also drew out drivers of teenage pregnancy to inform the Journey of Change on Day 3: lack of 

knowledge on prevention; inadequate parental care and communication between children and parents, 

stigma around health services; not being in school; peer pressure; and the silence of faith leaders on the topic.   

Continuing the cycle of abuse: participants explored their own role in perpetuating cycles of violence, 

connecting it to the childhood road maps from Day 1. They reflected how they did not create space for children 

to express themselves and had sometimes failed to report incidences of child abuse or child marriage. They  

highlighted issues of physical punishment, neglect and forced labor.  

B2) Most significant change stories – developing our journey of change     

Each participant shared a story of where they had seen faith or 

faith groups create lasting change in children’s lives. For each story 

told, they identified the impact in the children’s lives and the 

behavioral changes that enabled it to happen.  Long-term results 

included children being safe and protected in a peaceful 

community, access to education and personal change (such as 

making responsible choices, being open minded and advocating for 

their rights). One priority behavior change to bring about these 
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results was parents taking responsibility to care for their children, 

including providing for their basic needs and setting good moral 

boundaries. Another was communities taking action against violence and 

abuse, taking preventative measures and reporting violations. 

Behavioral & attitude changes End results for children 

Parents taking responsibility to care for children & provide 

basic needs, setting good moral boundaries  

Getting involved in income generation  

Reporting violence and abuse, taking preventative 

measures  

Preventing children from peer group pressure 

Healed family relationships  

Involving children in decision-making 

Creating space for children to freely express themselves 

Allowing children to live with biological parents  

Parents spending time with children  

Parents treating boy and girl children equally 

Safe/ protected  

Harmony and peaceful co-existence  

Access to education – better future 

Trauma healed through counselling   

Health care 

Open-minded, making responsible choices, 

independent  

Creating family ties  

Productive in society  

Open communication  

Reduced teenage pregnancy  

Advocating for their rights; accessing justice  

B3) How we create lasting change     

Each group chose one story to feed back in plenary that showed most impact on attitudes and behavior.  

Together, participants drew out how change had happened in each. These included: 

Qualities Foundational approaches Core strategies  Interventions 

Open dialogue  

Faith changing heart 

Advocacy  Peer communication  

Trust and respect Partnership  Mother-daughter dialogue  

Understanding  Sharing resources  Child parliament  

Peaceful coexistence  

Inter-religious dialogue 
and cooperation  

Youth engagement  Child advocate/ youth role 
models Unity/ reconciliation  

Awareness raising 

Voice/ agency  
Counselling 

Community 
empowerment Participatory drama 

 

Participants also discussed case studies of best practice to validate and extend their experience. Many found 

it meaningful to see how people were tackling issues of child protection around the world, drawing out 

approaches that they felt could be helpful in the Liberia context, such as the role played by the interreligious 

council in Panama in creating space for youth dialogue and equipping them to advocate for their rights and 

the partnership between religious groups, NGOs and youth groups.  

B4 Influences 

As the other groups fed back their chosen stories, participants drew out who had the greatest influences on 

the lives of children, especially relating to teen pregnancy . To build a visual picture of who needs to be 

involved to sustain change for children, two participants sat in the middle to represent ‘pregnant teens’. As 

different stakeholders were mentioned, participants volunteered to represent them and came to surround 

“Allowing your children to freely 
participate in discussions will give 

them confidence to express their views 
and feelings.”  (participant) 
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the two ‘teens’,  illustrating the multiple decision-makers that can 

hinder or help positive change for teen pregnancy.  This activity was 

also useful in visualizing the orbits of influence in a 

child’s/adolescent’s life, as those closest or having the most direct 

influence stood closest to the teens (e.g. parents, friends) and those 

indirectly affecting their lives stood further away (e.g. politicians and 

social workers). These influences included: 

• Family and peers (father, mother, friends, grand-parents) 

• Community (religious leaders, traditional leaders, teachers) 

• Institutions (health workers, social workers, stars/ celebrities) 

• Policy (politicians) 

• Other (media, internet) 

 

C) DAY 3: DESIGNING & MODELLING A NEW WAY OF WORKING TOGETHER 

C1) Comparing the Liberia and the global Journeys of Change      

Balloon game: Participants were challenged to keep balloons up in the air for 45 seconds, by only tapping each 

one twice. After counting the number left, they dis cussed how to improve and tried again. The exercise 

showed that teamwork, planning and learning from mistakes are important for successful partnerships.  

Liberia Journey of Change: Having consolidated 

all the learning from Day 2 onto the wallchart 

(above right), the facilitators unveiled it for 

participants to compare to the global Journey of 

Change (below right). In pairs, they discussed 

similarities, differences, whether the global 

Journey of Change highlighted anything missing 

in the Liberia one or, conversely, whether any 

learning from Liberia was missing from the 

global theory of change. They concluded that 

the concepts were very similar, the same 

meaning conveyed through different words. The 

key difference was that the Liberia Journey of 

Change contained contextual detail. For 

example, participants specified the influencers 

or decision-makers and added local cross-

cutting issues such as teenage pregnancy, 

substance abuse and children working as street 

vendors. The transformational qualities included 

a more comprehensive set of core qualities and 

values required to further the mind-heart 

dialogue - voice, responsibility, trust, honesty, harmony, and commitment among others. Additions to the 

priority results were a happy child, children who are registered at birth and children able to express 

themselves. The group identified gender both as a cross-cutting issue and as a priority result, however the 

role of women in faith was not reflected on the Journey of Change. The absence is noteworthy given the 
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active role they have played in social change efforts in the country and could possibly reflect gender norms 

and roles in wider society. 

C2) Living out partnership  

Participants then identified principles which would enable all stakeholders to contribute most effectively to 

bringing long-term change for children.  

Changing hats: In their five mixed groups, everyone took the role of a different stakeholder to empathize with 

them, identifying what they uniquely bring to the partnership (summarized below); and what sort of 

partnership would enable them to best contribute their ideas and skills. 
 

Partner  Role 

Mothers and fathers Providing care & support to the family; providing for children’s needs; creating 
an open environment for children to express themselves; fathers’ meeting 
against all forms of violence; reporting abuse    

Religious leaders Providing leadership on child protection 

Traditional leader Holding dialogues with all stakeholders around harmful practices; encouraging 
positive practices  

Government/ MPs/ 
policy makers 

Developing programs/ policies to enhance child protection and uphold their 
rights; collecting taxes to provide services; enforce policies  

Teacher  Communicating clearly & consistently on key issues  

UNICEF Providing financial support to those promoting child protection 

Community women Ensuring mothers allow children to participate in their own decision; protecting 
children from violence 

Other NGOs Working with religious & community leaders  

Health care professional  Taking care of clinic; taking care of children with disabilities; ensuring access for 
those who can’t afford 

Law enforcement: police 
officer; magistrate   

Providing support for victims of violence; provide justice for children  

Media  Providing information to community about rights of children; broadcasting 
shows where children speak their minds 

The groups used a bean ranking technique to prioritize the most important principles. They each divided eight 

beans between the principles they had come up with and moved them around until they agreed:  

• Working in harmony 

• Accountability  

• Trust and respect 

• Collaboration; continuous dialogue  

• Empowerment of community  

• Love 

• Enforcement of policies  

• Engaging peers 

• Reconciliation  

• Child Friendly 

• Coordination 

• Consistency  

• Financial and technical support 

• Learning  
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C3) Secret in a Box   

Concluding the sessions on partnership, the ‘Secret in a Box’ activity highlighted the most important 

stakeholder in a partnership to protect children. Three volunteers were handed a box in turn. The first had to 

say what objects were inside without opening it; the second closed their eyes and felt the objects; and the 

third listed the objects as specifically as possible with their eyes open. Considering knowledge about the box 

to represent depth of understanding of a community, participants discussed who each volunteer might 

represent. They decided the first and second were donors, NGOs and government who may make assumptions 

when trying to understand community issues. They identified the third as the community, those who live with 

the challenges, have all the information to define them and hold the key to making a real difference.  

C4) Drivers of teenage pregnancy  

Next participants applied their Journey of Change 

to the issue of teenage pregnancy which they had 

prioritized as a significant challenge for Liberian 

children and youth. Volunteers performed a drama 

(below) showing some drivers of teenage pregnancy:  

• Parents forcing their daughter to earn money, 

putting her in situations of vulnerability 

• Children out of school, working as street sellers 

• Gender dynamics in homes – not valuing girls  

• Sexual abuse and exploitation  

• Fathers not able to provide for families 

• Absence of the government in protecting children Parents refusing to report rape to the police due to fear 

of stigma, leaving the preparator free to attack more girls  

• Parents forcing their daughter into marriage to get the money  

C5) Building a Journey of Change for Teenage pregnancy   

Each group prioritized three drivers, identified what behavior change would overcome them and how they 

could be achieved, building a journey of change for teenage pregnancy (example right). Further examples of their 

analysis include: 
 

 

Drivers How Behavior outcomes  

Seeing 
daughters as 
source of 
income  

Girls staying in 
school; skills 
training/ capacity 
building of parents 

Parents taking 
responsibility to meet 
children’s needs  

Children being 
confident  

Mothers not 
aware of 
vulnerabiliti
es of girls  

Religious leaders 
conducting 
awareness; 
dialogue between 
mothers and 
daughters  

Mothers protecting 
girls from all forms of 
violence  

Perpetrators 
not 
punished 

Massive 
awareness raising 
in mosques & 
churches 

Reporting violence 
against children to 
authorities, calling for 
enforcement of laws 
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D) DAY 4: PLANS FOR A NEW WAY OF WORKING IN LIBERIA 

On the final day, participants planned the way forward and made commitments, individually, as an 

organization or faith group, and all together.  

D1) Defenders: 

Facilitators divided everyone into four groups for the ‘Defenders’ activity, giving each group instructions 

without the others knowing. Group 1 each tied a balloon around their ankle which they had to defend; group 

2 chose one person from group 1 to protect; group 3 had to burst the balloons; and group 4 to observe. They 

then reflected on how those with balloons represented vulnerable children or women: they felt confused as 

they did not know who to trust and feared for their safety. Group 2 protectors found they were the same sort 

of people as the group 3 perpetrators of violence: mothers, fathers, religious leaders, chiefs, NGOs, UNICEF 

etc. The protectors felt responsibility but also frustration and confusion as they were pushed away and not 

trusted. The perpetrators were happy to win, but also felt the injustice of what they were doing. The observers 

represented those who keep silent without acting, such as parents who do not react to protect their children, 

who keep quiet. At the end of the exercise everyone disengaged from negative roles and declared together: 

“I want to be a child protector”.  

D2) Personal commitments 

Everyone individually reflected on the 

sacred texts (right), faith mandates and 

everything experienced throughout the 

week, then wrote a personal commitment 

to action on a card which was posted on the wall, as well as in the 

individual take home action plan sheet. Throughout the WorkRock, lack of 

parental care had emerged as a key driver of harm to children, and so many 

committed to creating space for parent-child dialogue where children can 

freely express themselves. They suggested creative platforms for listening to children, including debating 

clubs, talent shows, drama, songs and sports. Examples of individual commitments include:  

• As an Imam, I am going to be a trainer of trainers. We will organize 

a group meeting to involve other community members and we will 

plan an action plan that will benefit all the children and community.  

• I renew my commitment to work harder to protect the children in 

my country and everywhere I find myself. 

• I will talk to my children all the time. I want to be their friends and 

know their friends. 

• I am committed to serving as an ambassador of WorkRock on Faith 

and Positive Change for Children and encouraging parents to send 

their children to school.  

• Youth and children being the agents of change!  

• I will go back to my parents  

• Effectively on Tuesday, I will meet members of my club to stage a 

campaign on positive change for children in the community.  

• As a member of the YMCA, I will bring six friends to the YMCA club 

to help me teach ten children to read, write and to have fun 

drawing. 
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D2) Action planning: organizations and faith groups  

In small groups, participants reflected on what their organizations and faith groups could  take forward from 

WorkRock using the image  of a bicycle: what should be continued or strengthened (the wheels); what needs 

to be stopped or reduced (the brakes); and what needs to be started, done differently or better (pedals).  

Some of the highlights from the action plans include:  

• Creating space for children to express themselves  

• Creating spaces for dialogue: intergenerational; 

with their peers 

• Counselling  

• Using sacred texts 

• Partnering with young people  

• Helping enforce laws, mobilizing communities  

• Engaging with children’s parliament  

• Not compromising when children’s rights are 

violated 

• Continuing education programs and working with teachers  

D3) Collective communique   

As a group, participants came up with a strong communique (Annex 5 - Interreligious Council of Liberia/ RFP Communique from 

the WorkRock on Faith and Positive Change for Children). This underscored the dangers that children are exposed to, 

recognized drivers such as poverty, education drop-out and parental neglect and highlighted the powerful 

influence of religious leaders and faith communities. They committed to implementing existing policies, 

identifying gaps and offering recommendations to fill them and called for:  

• everyone to stand against all forms of child abuse and to prevent teen pregnancy, end FGM and early 

marriages 

• all religious leaders to be champions of child protection 

• intergenerational dialogue: “Call for IRCL in collaboration with partners to organize a country-wide 

intergenerational dialogue among young and older citizens to develop mutual understanding and arrive 

at a joint vision for the future of Liberia.” 

They also committed to developing action points around changing attitudes and mindset.  

E) CONCLUSION 

The WorkRock ended with a ‘closing circle’ where participants shared the one thing that stayed with them: 

• This was a unique experience – I’m encouraged that IRCL and UNICRF can work together.  

• We have gained a wealth of knowledge from our peers and elders and commit to child protection.  

• New mindset to speak out and protect our children  

• How am I going to pass the message on?  I request to facilitators to come to my mosque  

• We need to take this initiative to the counties –its where the need is in the villages –our children are our 

first priority  

• I’ve learning a new approach to working for the children of Liberisa  

• I want to see the imtergenerational dialogue take place and will work on a proposal for that   

• Each minute of the 4 days has been worth noting. I leave giving my all to this journey of change and child 

priorities  
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As one of the five pilot WorkRocks, reflecting on learning was key. Participants  did this through an 

evaluation before and after the WorkRock, general feedback and reviews, and written feedback from day 2 

(the day during which the journey of change was mostly built). Overall 

feedback was extremely positive, with everyone either ‘agreeing’ or 

‘strongly agreeing’ that the WorkRock met their expectations.  

Key learnings for participants included the importance of creating space for 

children to express themselves and really listening to them, partnership, and using sacred texts (one 

participant noted that negative interpretations of sacred texts was a cause of harm to children that they had 

not considered before the WorkRock but would now focus on). Although some commitments still focused 

more on raising awareness and giving messages, other participants clearly grasped the importance of mind 

and heart dialogue and how the Journey of Change could strengthen their work. The new openness to 

listening and dialogue extended to women and girls, another participant stressing the need to “be a good 

listener to girls and women, whenever they need my time.” Inter-generational dialogue was a consistent 

theme in the discussions over the four days and was also reflected in the post WorkRock evaluation. 

Participants noted the importance of encouraging parent and child dialogue and also referred to “child-

parent friendship” as a potential platform for future work. The evaluation also demonstrated deepended 

understanding on the drivers and consequences and teenage preganncy and the way in which behaviour 

change related to final outcomes.  

E1) WorkRock outcomes   

i. Shared ownership of the initiative and a new way of working: Many participants identified that ‘our’ 

Journey of Change was the most significant learning from the week and came up with clear plans to 

implement it in practice. 100% of the evaluations agreed or strongly agreed that the WorkRock had 

developed a new way of working to influence change. 

ii. Barriers broken down between and within faith actors and UNICEF: 100% of the evaluations strongly 

agreed or agreed that the WorkRock had strengthened collaboration amongst faith groups and 83% of 

participants plan to work more closely with other organizations or faith groups in future. Unfortunately, 

due to other pressing commitments few UNICEF staff were able to join Work as participants. However, 

strong engagement by the UNICEF C4D lead, vocal support from the Acting Rep and a big turnout at the 

UNICEF debrief meeting at the conclusion of WorkRock predict strengthened collaboration in the future  

iii. Understanding and heart change in how we work: 94% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that they 

had greater understanding of how to implement effective social and behavior change approaches in 

partnership with other faith and development partners. 93% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that 

they understood how to apply the WorkRock activities to their work and 88% were ‘quite confident’ or ‘very 

confident’ that they could facilitate mind-heart dialogue with their organization and in communities.  

iv. Ideas and plans to take forward the initiative: participants created action plans and commitments 

individually, in organizations and faith groups and all together across faiths. They chose to focus on the 

challenges associated with high rates of teen pregnancy and out of wedlock births, and developed an 

understanding of drivers of change and a multi-pronged action plan. They created a collective communique 

and 100% agreed or strongly agreed that they had clear plans for taking the WorkRock forwards.  

E2) WorkRock lessons   

• Most useful activities: Participants really engaged with the participatory group work, learning from one 

another and sharing experiences, such as their childhood journey. They also engaged with the drama 

showing the drivers of teenage pregnancy. Many also found the case studies inspiring with relevant ideas 

for Liberia; however, some struggled with literacy.  

“Our children need to be part of 
decision making. I need to listen 

to them and respect them.” 

 (participant) 
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• Pre-WorkRock ‘listening to the children’: few participants met with groups of children ahead of the 

WorkRock to facilitate a dialogue about their most significant challenges but the reports from those that 

did were invaluable and brought the voices of children into the room. Communication pre-WorkRock 

must emphasize that this is vital to the process and strongly encourage all to do it.  

• WorkRock framing: facilitators need to clarify expectation to UNICEF and convening faith bodies that they 

need to participate fully across all the days as this leads to greater sustainability in the changes in heart 

and mind leading to a new way of working. Laying out WorkRock guidelines, such as listening, was 

important as there was lots of side talking and it was sometimes challenging to maintain group focus. 

• WorkRock Facilitation. This was the first WorkRock to be led by someone other than Cathy James, who 

designed the process, the 

facilitation team (right) had not 

worked together before and it 

was the first exposure to the 

process for several. The success 

of the WorkRock under these 

circumstances demonstrates that 

the process works. The 

challenges for replication and 

portability for global roll out are 

becoming clearer: facilitators 

should be prepared for significant 

preparation, long days, grace and 

humility. Nevertheless, the 

process has transformative 

impact. For example, women 

barely spoke up on Day 1 and 

organizers felt they would not 

unless separated from men. However, by Day 2, some were voicing opinions and by the third day, most 

were making themselves heard and being chosen as spokespeople for group reports. 

• Initiative resources:  An FPCC module on teenage pregnancy would be useful, linking to cross-cutting 

issues of girls education, child marriage, FGM etc. The toolkit of exercises was provided to participants as 

part of the ‘Take Home’ package and much appreciated, but the ‘Take Home’ package should be further 

developed as serves as the ongoing resource for WorkRock adaptation and action in the participants’ own 

environment. They need a strong folder with a closure to secure all papers, clearly labelled with their 

name and with an attached pen. 

• Opening and closing ceremonies: The launch event contributed to the atmosphere of commitment and 

cooperation, grounding the WorkRock in the long history of the important work of the IRCL, the Liberian 

Council of Churches and the Muslim Council of Liberia in peace-making, dealing with Ebola, and 

addressing social and economic issues. The vocal support of UNICEF leadership was encouraging , 

especially his commitments to partner with IRCL in their action against teen pregnancy, and to explore 

the IRCL proposal for an inter-generational dialogue  

• Sacred text interpretation: It was helpful to have Religions for Peace representatives to co-facilitate the 

sacred text reflection  

• Translation: although English is used in Liberia, two-way translation to and from pidgin English (or 

‘creole’) was often required. It is important to ensure that needs are clear and plans are in place for 

translation from the beginning.  

• M&E pre and post evaluation surveys: many participants struggled to complete the lengthy pre and post 
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questionnaires due to literacy challenges and insufficient time. It also set the wrong tone of a test or 

research project at the start of WorkRock where the emphasis is on creating a safe environment and 

prioritizing the wisdom in the room rather than ‘right answers’ from external sources. It also did not 

capture many of the real heart-mind changes that took place.  Currently there are no follow-up or 

tracking mechanisms in place. A follow-up email to all participants in 30 days would be a start, inviting 

them to report on any actions taken following WorkRock. 

• Action planning: ‘Individual action planning’ worked well, with participants recording them on cards and 

on individual action plan sheets. ‘Action planning for my organization or faith community’ had more 

challenges. The work was done in groups where people shared and discussed their commitments, but 

many were lost to recording in the aggregated group report outs. The discussion of ‘national scale action 

planning’ was also unrecorded as it took place during the preparation of a strong communique by a group 

of participants. The line-by-line discussion of the communique with everyone had to be halted due to 

time limitations and the finalization was deferred by consensus to the executive committee of the IRCL. 

When doing organizational or faith group planning, it is important that the three sections of the ‘bicycle 

planning’ are fully understood, used and points from each fed-back so that information about what 

participants are already doing is captured (under the ‘wheels’ section) and collective actions can 

acknowledge and build on that reality.  

• Documentation: this is a challenge because the WorkRock process is highly interactive, fast moving and 

intensive – especially with a new team – and the long days leave little time to complete documentation. 

IRCL provided two rapporteurs with another from UNICEF who together provided notes on a daily basis. 

The facilitation team recorded key group outputs on flipcharts and posted them on the walls. Photos 

were taken of these and of the activities. At the end of each day, a JLI report assistant working remotely 

received the rapporteurs’ notes, flipcharts, photos of activities and outputs. However, obtaining a 

complete record presented challenges. Before future WorkRocks, a fuller briefing for all on expectations 

with the example from a previous WorkRock could be helpful.  
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ANNEX 1: LIBERIA FPCC JOURNEY OF CHANGE 
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ANNEX 2:  WORKROCK AGENDA 

WORKROCK DESIRED OUTCOMES 

We want to strengthen faith for social and behavioral change approaches that lead to more sustainable, 

systemic, integrated and scalable impact on children’s lives by achieving:  

1. Shared ownership of the FPCC initiative and a new way of working together  

2. Barriers between and within faith actors and UNICEF broken down  

3. Understanding and heart change in how to implement effective faith for social and behavior change 

approaches in collaboration between UNICEF, faith actors and communities  

4. Plans/ ideas for operationalizing the FPCC initiative within existing work and take to scale through new / 

strengthened programs and partnerships where possible 

The ‘early-adopters’ workshop will also provide an opportunity to test the usefulness and accessibility of FPCC 

Initiative guidance and resources so that they can be strengthened.  

 
 

DAY 1: BREAKING BARRIERS – ESTABLISHING TRUST AND SETTING THE SCENE  
 

Time Process 

9.00 am Objective: Open the WorkRock and set the tone for the week  

High level launch: Welcome notes, shared the WorkRock vision and official launch 

11.00am BREAK 

11.30am Objective: A relaxed space for people to meet and begin to know each other  

Arrival, registration and ice-breaker 

11.45am  Objective: A shared faith/ ethics driven vision to protect and support children 

Welcome: Framing the WorkRock; introducing facilitators; ‘who is in the room’ exercise   

Faith and positive change for children:  

o First memories of ‘faith and childhood’ – individual reflection 

o Sacred text learning about our attitude and responsibility for children 

o Faith symbol reflection: laying down burdens and biases 

Introducing the FPCC Initiative  

o Brief outline of initiative pre- and post-WorkRock 

1.00pm LUNCH 

2.00pm  Objective: Set the scene for the WorkRock and created a safe space to contribute  

Scene-setting – ‘Power walk, listening well and Childhood Roadmaps 

o Check-in on outcomes and process for the WorkRock  

o Faith symbol and reflection 

o ‘Power walk’ activity to surface the barriers to participation 

o Discussion of learning and laying down of roles 

o Listening well: skit  

o In peer pairs, draw childhood journey, mapping ups and downs, and analyzing the role 

that faith and other internal and external factors played in helping and hindering 

Wrap-up: housekeeping; mood meter; and explain evening brief task 

5.30pm CLOSE OF DAY 

Evening  Case study preparation for activity next day in mixed groups of three 

 

DAY 2: SHARED LEARNING ABOUT HOW TO BRING LASTING BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE    
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DAY 3: SHARED COMMITMENT TO A NEW WAY OF WORKING TOGETHER IN FPCC    
 

Time Process 

8am Arrival and registration for day 

8.30am  Objective: Adapted the FPCC Initiative theory of change, integrating WorkRock learning  

Welcome and scene-setting for the day 

o Welcome, recap, process for the day and check-in on guidelines for time together 

o Personal story and faith symbol reflection 

Journey of Change reflection  

o Balloon icebreaker: exercise on the importance of planning and working together 

o Summary of the WorkRock learning and emerging Liberia FPCC journey of change 

o Global FPCC Initiative journey of change: brief check-in on how that looks 

o Paired review: What is similar/ different? most important? missing or wrong?  

o Plenary feedback and refinement of the journey of change 

10.30am BREAK 

8am Arrival and registration for day  

8.30am 

 

 

9.00am 

 

Objective: Shared learning about the impact of our FPCC work on children and society 

Welcome and scene-setting for the day 

o Check-in on guidelines for time together and process for the day – including groups and 

introducing journey of change template 

o Feedback on the voices of the children from the formative research  

10.00am BREAK 

10.15am 

 

 

11.00am 

 

 

 

 

o Draw out the influences on children to add to the wall chart 

o Mixed group reflection on our role in stopping the cycle of violence 

 

Objective: Shared learning about the impact of our FPCC work on children & wider society 

Most Significant Change stories – behavioral outcomes and results for children  

o Group sharing of Most Significant Change stories, documenting any lasting behavioral 

changes and results for children  

o Group selection of one story of most sustainable and systemic impact  

12.30pm LUNCH – in mixed groups to choose a name for the group 

1.30pm Objective: Draw out the learning about what makes effective FPCC approaches  

How we contribute most effectively to lasting and positive change  

o Feedback selected story from some groups, analyzing together what most helped to 

bring about and sustain the changes – write on post-its and cluster as each story is told. 

o Case study group sharing in groups of three, drawing out learning from each case study 

and selecting three key points to share; plenary feedback of case study learning 

3pm  BREAK 

3.20pm 

 

 

 

5.00pm 

Objective: Surfaced hidden biases and internal/ external influences on change  

Greatest influences on children’s lives 

o Feedback selected story from remaining groups, analyzing together what most helped to 

bring about and sustain the changes – and the influences that we need to address 

o Influences – flipchart tool 

Wrap-up: individual feedback on the day and housekeeping 

5.20pm CLOSE OF DAY 

Evening  UNICEF team preparation of drivers of child marriage drama 
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11am Objective: Heart and mind understanding of a new way of partnering for systemic change 

A new way of working together – living out partnership  

o Individual reflection: Where have we have seen the best example of any partnership? 

o Changing hats: double size mixed groups explore what kind of partnership and qualities 

would enable each actor in partnership for children to contribute effectively 

Ranking principles for partnership: Bean rank principles, discussing our roles  

12.30pm LUNCH 

1.30pm 

 

Objective: Understood the drivers of child marriage and needed behavioral changes  

 ‘Secret in a box’ activity – reflection on the roles each plays to work effectively 

Participatory drama Modelling using Journey of Change in prioritized area 

o Prepared group enacts participatory drama leading to plenary discussion of drivers 

o Audience urged to consider alternative endings to the scenarios presented 

o Plenary discussion of drivers and behavioral outcomes  

o Prioritization of drivers 

3pm BREAK 

3.20pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.00pm 

Objective: Developed a child marriage journey of change that reflects our different roles  

o  Planning together to tackle child marriage  

o Buzz group reflection on formative research, stories and external learning about how to 

tackle child marriage that fits with our FPCC journey of change 

o Place on journey of change chart approaches that are already working well and discuss 

what is missing/ what more needs to be done 

o Mixed group development of a journey of change for child marriage, focusing on how to 

embed foundational approaches with strategies and different influences 

Word café: Sharing of group journeys and what they find similar or different 

Wrap-up: Big Step review of the day; housekeeping; introduce resource documents.  

5.30pm CLOSE OF DAY 

Evening  Review draft toolkit 

 

DAY 4: EMBEDDED IN HEART, MIND AND PRACTICAL ACTIONS A NEW WAY OF WORKING  
 

Time Process 

8am Arrival and registration for day 

8.30am  Welcome and scene-setting for the day 

• Welcome; pass the mic recap of the day; and process for the day 

Commitment to take forward a new way of working together 

o Exercise: Defenders balloon game 

o Faith symbol reflection, leading to individual commitments: What one thing do I commit 

to take away from this week as an individual and follow up on with other faiths/ UNICEF 

Objective: Understood in mind and heart how to work together to scale up change  

Personal commitment 

• Sacred text reflection about our own responsibility towards children, noticing where 

we may be blaming others rather than looking at what we are doing. 

• Personal testimony (if possible) 

10.00am BREAK 
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10.30am 

 

 

 

 

 

11.30  

Objective: Planned how we can take forward the learning in our own group/ organization   

Taking seriously what this means for our own faith group or organization  

o ‘Longest line’ activity to show the resources and strengths each brings to the group 

o Bicycle plan: Peer group reflection on existing work that takes forward the learning from 

FPCC; what needs to be stopped/ reduced; and what we can do better or differently 

o Agree ideas for how to use heart and mind and mobilization activities to share learning 

within our group, work out what to do better and how to work with others   

o Plenary feedback 

12.00pm LUNCH 

1.00pm 

 

Objective: Plan how we can work together differently in our local areas and nationally  

Planning for a new way of working together   

o Share planning cycle and what we could do to scale up positive change for children in 

our local areas by working together 

o Geographic group discussion on how to take forward the learning together, building on 

existing work, bringing on board the right people and listening to children’s voices  

o Share and compile ideas in national action plan; agree next steps and who does what 

o Evaluation 

3pm BREAK 

3.30pm 

 

Objective: Shared learning and inspired each other to take forward learning together 

Closing circle  

o Introduction of additional UNICEF and religious leaders 

o Pass the mic reflection: what one thing will stay with me from the week; one 

commitment I will take forward 

o Closing words 

Wrap-up and closing  

5.30pm CLOSE OF WORKROCK 
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ANNEX 3: SACRED TEXTS ABOUT OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO CHILDREN  
(Feedback from WorkRock participants and Sacred Texts quoted) 

 

• Female children are a blessing, so it is important to protect and care for them. Allah even chose 

to answer the prayer for a male with a female. We must never bury them:  

- “But when she delivered her, she said, ‘My Lord, I have delivered a female." And Allah was most 

knowing of what she delivered, 

-  "And the male is not like the female. And I have named her Mary, and I seek refuge for her in You 

and [for] her descendants from Satan, the expelled [from the mercy of Allah ].’" (Qur’an Surah Ali 

'Imran3:36). 

- “And when one of them is informed of [the birth of] a female, his face becomes dark, and he 

suppresses grief. He hides himself from the people because of the ill of which he has been 

informed. Should he keep it in humiliation or bury it in the ground? Unquestionably, evil is 

what they decide”. (Qur’an, 16:58-59). 

• Fathers support the mothers and children: “Mothers may breastfeed their children two complete years 

for whoever wishes to complete the nursing [period]. Upon the father is the mothers' provision and 

their clothing according to what is acceptable.” (Qur’an Surah Al-Baqarah 2:233) 

• Children are a gift from God and we should protect, promote & elevate that gift: 

- “Children are a heritage from the LORD, offspring a reward from him.” (Ephesians 1:3) 

- “Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in the heavenly realms 

with every spiritual blessing in Christ.” (Psalm 127:3) 

• We must show our children love and care 

- “Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to 

such as these.” (Matt 19:14) 

- “’Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law’ And he said to him, ‘You shall love the Lord 

your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. ... And a second is like it: 

You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’” (Matt 2:37-39) 

• We have a responsibility to show our children what is right, to bring them up in prayer and worship:  

- “a guidance and mercy for the doers of good, who establish Prayer and pay Zakah, and have firm 

faith in the Hereafter.” (Qur’an Surah Luqman 31:3-4) 

- “Start children off on the way they should go, and even when they are old they will not turn from it.” 

(Proverbs 22: 6) 

- “By the time this child is old enough to choose what is right and reject what is wrong, he will be 

eating yogurt and honey.” (Isaiah 7:15) 

- “Blessed is everyone who fears the LORD, who walks in his ways!” (Psalm 128:1)   

• Children have responsibilities as well as rights: 

- “For God said, 'Honor your father and mother' and 'Anyone who curses their father or mother is to 

be put to death.” (Matthew 15:4)' 

- “And we have enjoined on man (to be dutiful and good) to his parents.” (Qur’an Surah Luqman 

31:14) 
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ANNEX 4: PARTICIPANT LIST 

 
 

NAME GROUP/ ORGANISATION ROLE 

Bishop Dr Kortu Brown 
Inter-Religious Council of 

Liberia (IRCL) 
President 

Sheik Omaru Kamara IRCL VP 

Bishop Dr Jenson Seyenkulo  
IRCL/ Liberia Council of 

Churches (LCC) 
1st VP LCC; Executive IRCL 

Sheik Akibu Sherff 
National Muslim Council of 

Liberia (NMCL)/ IRCL 

Secretary General NML; 

Executive IRCL 

Sheik Abalubakar Sumaworo NMCL Imam 

Alhaji Lansana Kante NMCL Iman 

Dr Benjamin Lartey LCC Executive  

Rev Boima Freeman IRCL Executive 

Rev Emmanuel Johnson  IRCL Executive 

Sheik Idrissa Swaray NMCL Imam 

Rev Father Charles Boyce LLC Rev Father 

Amb. Lansana Keita IRCL Executive 

Sheik Musa Bamba IRCL Secretary General 

Sis Vera Garway IRCL Women Desk Coordinator 

Sis Memunah Sherrif LLC Rev 

Rev Dwede Townsend IRCL Financial Secretary  

Mother Gloria Hage 
Ecumenical Women 

Organisation (EW) 
Head 

Mr Moses Nemour IRCL Youth Desk Coordinator 

Mr George Sannah, Jr Youth  

Sheik Al Sesay  Islamic Teachers Imam/ teacher 

Mr Jerome Jallah Youth  

Ms Angie Brown Youth  

Kadiatu Turay Women  

Ms Yeayea Townsend Youth  

Sister Marie Mansaray UMWAEO Women 

Bendu Jabateh  Women 

Opee Kenneh IRCL Imam 

Imam Mohammed Ketia IRCL Imam 

Mrs Christine Dolo EWO  

Hassan Laye Kenneh IRCL Imam 

Rev. Prince Dorwee 
Three Brother Ministries of 

Faith 
 

Sedeke Keita NMCL Imam 

Father Thoma Williams LCC Pastor 

Rev. Deborah Toe EWO Pastor 

Alhaji Garfin Swaray NCML Imam 

Mr Fofana Abdulai   

Eric Amankwah UNICEF Consultant  
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Sando Syllah   

Abraham Kroman NMCL Youth 

Wellington Kollie World Hope Country director  

Leela Zaizay UNICEF Nutrition officer  

Imam Abraham Sombai Supreme Islamic Council Imam 

Abdullah Aziz Amudu NMCL Youth 

Julia Moore UNICEF Wash officer 

Ousmane Bility NMCL  

Imam Saa NMCL Imam 

Alfreda Parker LLC EWO 

Rebecca Tarpeh-Major IRCL Assistant Secretary  

Mohammed AKW IRCL  

Latwai Amam Tearfund CCTO 

Musa Desheild UNICEF  

Sheik Nurudeen Adisa ELWA Muslim Chairman 

Mike Qui-Qui LCC Youth 

Christina T. Chif LCC/EWO Coordinator  

Sheik Akibu Sherif NMCL Sec General 

Sheik Omaru Kamara NMCL Chairman 

Alfreda Parkr LLC EWO 
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ANNEX 5: COMMUNIQUE 

Inter-Religious Council of Liberia/ Religions for Peace 

Communiqué from the WorkRock 

On Faith & Positive Change for Children 

The Faith Actors from the Inter-Religious Council of Liberia comprising of the Libera Council of Churches 

(LCC) and the National Muslim Council of Liberia (NMCL) gathered together in a four-day WorkRock on Faith 

and Positive Change for children from Monday, November 25, to Thursday, November 28, 2019. The 

WorkRock focused on a new way of collaboration for lasting change for the children of Liberia held at the 

Lutheran Church Compound, 13th Street, Sinkor. A total of forty-five participants were mobilized from faith 

actors from the churches and mosques as well as the Country Representative of UNICEF, First Vice President 

of the Liberia Council of Churches and Bishop of the Lutheran Church in Liberia, Chairman of the National 

Muslim Council of Liberia and Vice President of the inter-religious Council of Liberia (IRCL), representative of 

the West Africa Inter-Religious Council Coordinator Committee (WAIRCCC), Grand Mufti of Liberia, 

facilitators from UNICEF, Religions for Peace, African Council of Religious Leaders (ACRL) and the Joint 

Learning Initiative on Faith and Local Communities.  

The WorkRock began with an official high level launch program that incorporated welcome notes and Special 

Remarks were made by the UNICEF Country Representative, representative from the West African Inter-

Religious Council Coordinating Committee, the First Vice President of the LCC, the Vice President of the IRCL, 

Grand Mufti of the Republic of Liberia and the lead facilitator. Following the four day interactive and 

educative WorkRock, faith actors issues the following at the assembly’s outcome:  

Recognizing that religious leaders of faith communities are the moral conscience of society and they play 

and important role in promoting education, upholding moral values and influencing change can have a 

positive effect on societal change that can reshape behavioral and cultural practices in line with moral values 

that will avert actions of violence, abuse of the rights of the child, child marriage, teenage pregnancy, Female 

Genital Mutilation (FGM) and discrimination at al levels. They can also provide psycho-social support in the 

light of difficulties and spearhead counselling and dialogue through religious platforms; 

The Group Underscore the danger posed to children in Liberia between the ages (7-17) when they are 

initiated into traditional societies by compulsion or admission and as a result forced into early adulthood and 

become more vulnerable to teenage pregnancy; 

Realizing that poverty is a global menace to development and in most instances children are the victims of 

child labor, parental neglect, negative influences of peer pressure, faith groups can provide support 

networks; 

Deeply concerned that there is a high rate of children who are not in school and have dropped out due to 

various reasons including parental neglect and policy makers non-compliance as well as the absence of 

strong voice of religious leaders to ensure inter-generational transformation for improving and 

strengthening communities by empowering them with knowledge, skills, competence, experience and 

presentation; 

Acknowledging that most parents have neglected their roles to educate children on sex education, moral 

values and the respect of national polices and laws concerning the children; 

Noting that government has development national agenda/policies that will curb child abuse, early marriage, 

teenage pregnancy, SGBV, domestic violence and legal instruments that promote gender equality but fail to 

enforce them consistently; 
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Acknowledging that the government of Liberia is a signatory to Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (RoC), the African 

Charter and the SDGs with goal 5 aimed at achieving gender equality with specific indicators that relate to 

women and girls’ empowerment, and eradicating all harmful cultural practices and Goal 16 aimed at 

promoting peace, access to justice and building inclusive and accountable societies of which children are 

highly included; 

We the Faith Actors from the Christian and Muslim Communities 

Applaud the UNICEF, Religions for Peace and Joint Learning Initiative for organizing this WorkRock on Faith 

and Positive Change for Children 

Call on all Liberians to change minds and attitudes in and outside of the borders of the country and stand up 

against all forms of child abuse and prevent teenage pregnancy; 

Call on all those involved in practicing harmful practices included FGM to refrain from the same and 

disseminate scriptural learning that promotes moral values and care and protection of children;  

Call or an end to FGM and early marriages commissioned by some parents and harmful traditions; 

Call upon Religious Leaders to be champions and advocates for the protection of children, education of the 

rights of the child in worship areas and communities with strong emphasis on valuing the girl child as guided 

by faith teachings, scriptures and values; 

Call for IRCL in collaboration with partners to organizes a country-wide inter-generation dialogue among 

young and older citizens to develop mutual understanding and to arrive at a joint vision for the future of 

Liberia; 

Call for the IRCL to initiate engagements and consultative meetings and mobilize children and parents to 

interact; 

Call upon Religious Leaders of the IRCL to advocate with government for counselling services and 

recreational facilities to promote safe development of children; 

Call for the IRCL to collaborate and provide monitoring and supervision for children safety and protection; 

Call upon the IRCL to collaborate with other faith actors to organize capacity development training of critical 

thinking and decision-making skills as well as integrate awareness raising on child rights protection in their 

religious teachings; 

Call upon the government of Liberia to provide fiscal support to legal structures that promote gender 

equality, education of the child with emphasis on the female sex and accelerate awareness on the rights of 

the child and enforce existing related laws and regulations; 

Call for strong financial and technical support from international government, the UN and other 

organizations to strengthen structures that coordinate and supervise activities that supports the SDGs 5 &16, 

global and regional conventions/ policies on the rights of the child; 

Call for more inclusive and participatory actions of all stakeholders (government, faith groups, civil society, 

media, private and business sector women, youth) to serve as champions and advocates for the promotion 

of children’s rights 

Call for an immediate end to corruption and acts of bribery, molestation and intimidation that impedes 

seeking justice for victims of child abuse 

Collectively commit to the implementation of policies, regulations, review of best practices, gaps, challenges 

and to proffer recommendations; 
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Further commit to development key action points to changing attitudes and mindset, promoting 

transformative and collective efforts to make children’s lives replicable of moral values and standards worth 

of emulation. 

Written under our signatures and with consent of all participants this 28th day of November 2019 
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ANNEX 6: PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

Religious Leaders Prioritize Prevention of Teenage Pregnancy in Liberia 

MONROVIA, Liberia, 03 December 2019 – 45 national faith actors and religious leaders from the Inter-Religious 

Council of Liberia concluded a four-day WorkRock on Faith and Positive Change for Children in Liberia. The event 

created an opportunity for participants to work together on identifying key priorities for children and the best 

way to use their assets in addressing the issue.  

During the meeting, participating faith leaders and influencers identified six results for children among which, 

they prioritized the prevention of teenage pregnancy as a key priority and committed to collectively address 

challenges and develop action points to change attitudes and promote protection of children. 

Additionally, participants called for inclusive and participatory actions from all stakeholders to serve as champions 

and advocates for the promotion of child rights among the different platforms. At the end, the Inter Religious 

Council of Liberia agreed on a communique which outlined the priorities, commitments and the way forward. 

Liberia is among the early adopters of the Faith and Positive Change for Children global Initiative and the third 

country to hold a WorkRock, following South Sudan and Malawi. The global Initiative aims to move beyond single 

sector, single denomination and message-based communication to support more focused, systematic and at-scale 

engagement with faith-based communities and actors to influence positive social and behavior change. 

The four-day event focused on building trust among participants, using faith teachings and scriptures to reflect on 

the welfare of children, releasing the experience and wisdom among faith leaders to bring positive change for 

children. 

Through this global initiative, UNICEF and partners promote positive social and behavior change in communities 

by sensitizing, creating awareness and mobilizing communities to respect and realize the rights of children. 

Note to Editors: 

The Initiative brings together diverse partners from around the world including religious leaders, faith actors, 

government representatives, development partners and academics.  

The key partners include: 

• Technical and Global Lead on Children’s Issues and Social and Behavior Change: UNICEF. 

• Interfaith Convening and Implementing Partner: Religions for Peace (RfP), the largest and most 
representative multi-religious coalition in the world (www.rfp.org). 

• Knowledge Partner on Faith initiatives: Joint Learning Initiative on Faith and Local Communities (JLI), an 
international multi-sector collaboration for evidence on faith actors’ development activities (www. 
jliflc.com). 

• Capacity Development Partner on Religious Literacy: Harvard Divinity School, a non-sectarian school of 
religious studies working to advance understanding of religion through their Religious Literacy Project 

• (www. rlp.hds.harvard.edu). 

• Funding Partners: The Initiative’s initial endeavors have been seed funded with the support of the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation and Rissho Kosei-Kai, a worldwide Buddhist organization. 

 

Media Contacts: Mostafa Omar, Communication Specialist, UNICEF Liberia mosomar@unicef.org, 

+231(0)770267110  

mailto:mosomar@unicef.org

